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45 Years of CEQA
Next year will mark the 45th anniversary of the enactment of the California Environmental
Quality Act (known more commonly by the acronym “CEQA”), which was signed into law by
Governor Ronald Reagan in 1970.
The statute embraces most real estate development projects where there is some form of
discretionary approval required from the local government, such as a conditional use permit,
subdivision map or zone change. If an initial study reveals potentially significant environmental
impacts to the project, CEQA mandates a detailed study -- in the form of an environmental
impact report or “EIR” -- that addresses everything from traffic and air quality impacts to the
project’s effects on aesthetics and global warming. The primary purpose of an EIR is to foster
public disclosure of a project’s potential impacts.
The Growing Cost of Environmental Review
By today’s standards, the first EIRs were perfunctory documents. They sometimes contained no
more than 50 pages and were never carried out for private development projects. Today, it is not
uncommon for an EIR to run into the thousands of pages and some sort of CEQA review is
mandated for all projects -- both public and private. The various chapters of the EIR -- each of
which addresses a separate category of environmental impact -- require the expertise of a range
of experts, such as traffic engineers, biological consultants and air quality specialists.
Technically, the governmental agency that issues the project permit prepares the EIR. In reality,
however, it is the private developer who must foot the bill. And that bill can be hefty. As certain
environmental concerns become more heightened, such as water supply, greenhouse gasses, and
traffic, EIRs are taking up more time and resources. The expanding breadth and depth of study
required to meet a rising bar on what constitutes a legally valid EIR has resulted in CEQA
compliance consuming a greater portion of the budget for developing real property.
An EIR can run into hundreds of thousands of dollars, and even after the EIR is done and
certified all it takes is a run to the courtroom clerk to file a CEQA lawsuit and stop a project dead
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in its tracks. Even if such a lawsuit ends up being meritless, the impact to the project caused by
uncertainty and delay can be enough to kill it. As one court observed:
In CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act) cases time is
money. A project opponent can “win” even though it “loses” in an
eventual appeal because the sheer extra time required for the
unnecessary appeal (with the risk of higher interest rates and other
expenses) makes the project less commercially desirable, perhaps
even to the point where a developer will abandon it or drastically
scale it down.
(County of Orange v. Superior Court (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 1, 6.) Using CEQA litigation as a
hammer to stop projects, sometimes called project “greenmailing,” has been a major source of
frustration to developers and environmentalists alike, and the phenomenon has considerably
increased the costs of real estate development in California.
The “Agonizing Struggle”
For the above reasons, CEQA has been a touchstone of polarization between the development
community and environmentalists. For many CEQA is the poster-child of the kind of California
overregulation that many claim is steadily pushing industry out of the state. As Ian Lovett of the
New York Times wrote, CEQA “once a source of pride to many Californians and
environmentalists across the country, has turned into an agonizing test in the struggle to balance
environmental concerns against the need for jobs and economic growth.” (Critics Say California
Law Hurts Effort to Add Jobs, N.Y. Times, Sept. 4, 2012, at A18.)
The growing price tag of CEQA compliance has led to many attempts at a comprehensive reform
of the statute. The clarion call for reform reaches across the aisle; Governor Brown went so far
as to call CEQA reform the “Lord’s Work.” But the results of those efforts have been less than
impressive. The beginning of each legislative term is marked by high hopes and a flurry of bills,
but most of those efforts die on their way to the Governor’s desk.
Recent Attempts at Legislative Reform
The following summary illustrates the kinds of CEQA bills that have made it into law over the
past five years (spoiler alert: lots of disparate laws signed, but no major CEQA overhauls).
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2009
On December 30, 2009, the Natural Resources Agency adopted CEQA guidelines on
greenhouse gas emissions. The new guidelines require CEQA lead agencies to “describe,
calculate or estimate the amount of greenhouse gas emissions resulting from a project”
thus increasing the level of study in EIRs.
AB 81 X3 (Hall): This bill was a one-off, providing a CEQA exemption for a would-be
football stadium in the City of Industry.
2010
SB 375 (Steinberg): This bill supports the State’s climate action goals to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions through coordinated transportation and land use planning with
the goal of more sustainable communities. Under the bill, the California Air Resources
Board sets regional targets for greenhouse gas emissions reductions from passenger
vehicle use, land use, housing, and transportation strategies that, if implemented, would
allow the region to meet its greenhouse emission reduction targets.
2011
SB 292 (Padilla): This Bill would “fast-track” CEQA courtroom challenges to the socalled Convention Center Modernization and Farmers Field Project (more commonly
referred to as the AEG stadium) once slated for downtown Los Angeles. (Again, a
CEQA one-off, single-project statute).
AB 900 (Steinberg): This Bill contains similar CEQA judicial review streamlining, but
applies it to a significantly larger group of potential “green” mega-development projects
($100 million +) certified by Governor Brown as “Environmental Leadership
Development Projects.”
SB 226 (Simitian): This bill streamlines CEQA review for certain renewable energy and
urban infill projects.
2012
Significant CEQA reforms came close with SB 317 (Rubio) but died before the end of
the legislative session.
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2013
SB 743 (Steinberg): This bill accomplished the following: (1) setting up special
streamlining provisions for the Sacramento Kings Stadium; (2) incentivizing urban infill
developments through elimination of aesthetics and parking studies in the CEQA study;
(3) reform of traffic impacts analyses to facilitate other modes of transportation besides
automobiles; and (4) streamlined CEQA review for residential and mixed-use projects
“transit priority” areas.
CEQA and the Housing Recovery
The above summary reveals a focus on incentivizing sustainability, alternative modes of
transportation and urban infill. But it also reveals a larger issue: comprehensive CEQA reform
in the Legislature continues to be elusive. As the housing industry starts to awaken from its
slumber, and more projects fill the pipeline for local governmental permits, the building industry
will likely take its cross-hairs off legislative reform and get busy with the real work of addressing
California’s housing shortage. CEQA will still be here, and so will the need for more detailed
environmental review. There will be increased scrutiny over the impacts of larger projects in the
areas of air quality, greenhouses gasses, water supply and traffic. Oh, and another thing will still
be around: the ever-present Damoclean sword of CEQA litigation.
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